Details of Infrastructure
Area in Sq. Ft

School Building

Mathematics Laboratory

Mathematics Laboratory is a place where students can learn and explore mathematical concepts and verify
mathematical facts and theorems through a variety of activities using different materials.
“The only way to learn Mathematics is to do Mathematics”
To implement this MITCON International School has well designed and fully equipped mathematics lab, where
students can explore and learn the mathematical concepts in experiential manner.

Robotics Lab

Science is all about understanding how things work around us and what better way to stimulate the sameother than
by means of Robotics. Over the past decade, the subject has taken the world by a storm and it continues to gain
momentum. This lab endeavors to provide an effective experiential learning tool for students, using LEGO and
Arduino products, which would assist them in understanding the various concepts of science by means of
implementing them in a controlled and guided environment. We believe that a close sensitization towards the subject

would further facilitate logical and analytical thinking of a child and help him/her effectively translate the learning
into success in many walks of life.

Computer Lab

To equip our students for the future we have a full-fledged computer laboratory with easy access to the latest field of
technology. It is an important section of the school which enables student-led workshop and offers them hands on IT
knowledge. The school lays emphasis on computer from class 1.

Science Lab

Effective teaching and learning of science involves seeing, handling and manipulating real objects and materials.
MITCON International School has well and technically equipped composite science lab, which allows students to
interact directly with the scientific concepts. They get a first-hand learning experience by performing various
experiments, activities and demonstrations on their own. This way we nurture budding scientists making them
ponder on the lines of How and Why.

Performing Arts

The co-scholastic activities are given equal importance along with the scholastic at MIS. Main roots of performing
arts are Dance,Movement, Music and Singing. The students get acquaintance to new roles when they enact in Role
play. To minimize the stage fright and to inculcate the confidence in the students various activities/competitions like
Socio-Dramatic Plays, Show & Tell, Extempore and Elocutionare held.

Athenaeum

Our athenaeum is well-equipped, full of various kinds of books for various age groups. It inculcates reading habits in
students from an early age. Reading is one of the most fundamental skills that is essential to conquer success in life.
Developing good reading practices is vital to your child’s future not just scholastically, but in everyday life as
well. Reading not just allows exposure to words and phrases but it also helps the imagination to soar high.

Sports/ Physical Education

The importance of sports and games in school encompasses more than just the benefit of physical activity. It
increases self-esteem and mental attentiveness. It leads to composed psychological and physical progress. It teaches
the children life abilities like solidarity, leadership and perseverance. At MIS we offer Cricket, Football, Basketball,
Skating, Taekwondo, Gymnastics and Chess as sports club activities. Our state of the art outdoor facilities for sports
are Skating ring, Basketball court, Football field and Cricket pitches.

Basket Ball Court

Skating Ground

Sports Ground

Infirmary

MIS has a tie up with Jupiter Hospital, Baner. With the objective of providing quick medical assistance, school has
a well-resourced infirmary.
In association with Address Health, annual health check for the students of our institution is conducted with the
provision of One-on-One Counseling with Parents as the health and well being of the young learners is of
utmost importance.

Making Meals Colorful
Refectory

The school environment is a key setting to address healthy eating because students expend a large part of their day
in school. It provides a good ambiance for meal.

A new dining area named “Eatopia” for Mitconites on second floor.

